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Chapter 2201 Noisy Wrilfill

How dare you talk to me like this?

Simpson Qiu, the elder of the Qiu family, was almost about to be vomiting blood from this daughter-in-law.
How could he never imagine that this woman would dare to be so disrespectful to him? All along, in the Qiu
family, Simpson Qiu There is undoubtedly the supreme majesty. He meant, who would dare to disobey? But
now, being scolded by his own daughter-in-law in public, how can Simpson Qiu not be angry in his heart.
But now is different. With the fall of the Qiu family , Simpson Qiu has not much majesty left among the
descendants of the Qiu family. In the past, all parties in the Qiu family respected him, it was because of the
old man. After all, the power of Qiu Shui logistics is still in the hands of the old man. Today, the Qiu family
is in despair, and the old man Qiu himself still needs his offspring to support him. Now Simpson Qiu seems
to have become a burden. Therefore, Jiang Hong and others naturally no longer need to worry, and the
grievances hidden in their hearts exploded directly. Finally, Simpson Qiu fainted. On the other side, as the
wedding approached, the entire Wrilfill City undoubtedly became more noisy and lively. The powers of
Noirfork gathered together, leading to it. The main road of Wrilfill in The Twinfill was directly closed to
welcome. The traffic police department cooperated with the blockade at all major intersections in a radius of
one kilometer, allowing the rest of the citizens to take a detour. As for The Twinfill, there were even more
flowers. The brand new red carpet extends for more than a kilometer. The entire Wrilfill City is like a festive
scene. It is a pity that this boundless scene belongs to only one person. As for the others, they are all blocked
outside. Sir, sorry.

“Binhu Avenue is closed for half a day today, please take a detour.”

“At this moment, at a certain intersection ahead, it was a Porsche supercar, ignoring the detour sign 100
meters away, and drove here, but was finally stopped by the traffic police who blocked the road here.
“Detour?

“How about playing?”

“In this young master’s dictionary, there is no detour.

“Anyone who is acquainted, quickly make way for this young master.

“Today, my girlfriend’s birthday, if the schedule is delayed, this young master will make you unable to eat.

“

Here, the window of the car opened, and a young master poked his head out wearing sunglasses, very
arrogantly threatening the traffic police in front of him.

While the young man was talking, his other hand was restlessly stroking the slender jade legs of his female
companion beside him, causing the girl next to him to scratch her head.



She looks charming and seductive, but it is full of style!

The beauty of Xiangche knows that the man in front of her is either rich or expensive.

However, if Helen Qiu were here, she would definitely recognize that the girl in front of her was Zhang
Wenya who had been driven out of the bridal shop a few days ago.

“Sorry, sir.”

“You’d better go around, I’m also doing you good.”

However, the traffic policeman was not afraid of the man’s threat, and still smiled and said to let him go
around.

“I’m going, I don’t think you can see the coffin without weeping, right?” “Do you know, who is this young
master?” “I am the young head of Genji Heavy Industries, son of Dollar Donghai, Dollar Hua!” “I warn you ,
My dad knows your chief.”

“Annoyed me, I asked my dad to make a phone call and let you roll your bed in minutes.”

Dollar Hua said with a black face and angrily.

Chapter 2202 Are you kidding me?

This girlfriend is watching him. If it is a detour at this time, where is his Dollar Hua’s face?

“Huh?” “What did you say?” “You said your father is Dollar Donghai?” Hearing Dollar Hua’s background,
the traffic police seemed shocked.

Eyebrows trembled, and he immediately confirmed again.

He knew Dollar Donghai naturally, and he was considered a small and famous entrepreneur in Wrilfill.

Seeing the traffic policeman like this, Dollar Hua thought he was scared, and his expression became even
more arrogant. He sneered, “What?” “Now I know I’m afraid?” Why let me move out my Master’s name.”

“How about it now?” “You have to obediently make way for me!” Dollar Hua snorted, and then shouted
again: “Why don’t you get out of the way, my master? In a hurry.”

However, the traffic police in front of him didn’t mean to give way, but looked at him strangely.

“My buddy, I’m afraid you think too much.”

“Don’t say you’re a hairy boy, your old man is also waiting there?” What?

Dollar Hua turned black when he heard it.

“Ciao, are you kidding me?” “What kind of identity is my father, you dare to stop him?” Dollar Hua didn’t
believe it.



However, when he turned around and followed the gaze of the traffic policeman, he saw a middle-aged man
with a central bald head standing on the side of the road, standing on tiptoes like a monkey.

“F*ck!” “Dad, why are you…

Dollar Hua’s brows twitched and his pupils shrunk. Dollar Donghai also saw his son who was trying to get
stuck while driving. He was shocked and ran over and yelled at Dollar Hua. “You bastard, please give me
something special.”

I make trouble!

“Let you wait and wait, make you a detour.

“Leave me less!”

“If something happens, neither of our ten heads will be enough to cut.

Dollar Donghai beat Dollar Hua with a black face. When Dollar Hua heard the sound, he suddenly became
more curious: “Dad, what happened?

“In your capacity, what else can make you so scared and awed.”

“In Dollar Hua’s impression, his father is considered a big figure in Wrilfill. They are Genji Heavy
Industries, with assets of hundreds of millions. Even if their Dollar family does not rank among the
first-class forces, they are definitely top-notch among the second-rate forces. Even facing the second master
Li in Wrilfill, he wouldn’t let his father express the emotion that ten heads are not enough? “Xiaohua, you
just came back, so you don’t understand.

“Today is the day of Mr. Chu’s wedding.

“The entire Noirfork giants have come to congratulate Mr. Chu.

“It can be said that today’s Noirfork is a special performance by Mr. Chu.

“Dollar Donghai said with emotion. When he mentioned that man, it was Dollar Donghai, and he felt his
heart palpitations. But Dollar Hua was even more puzzled: “Dad, since Noirfork all congratulated him, why
don’t you go?

When Dollar Donghai heard it, he laughed at himself: “I want to go, but we have to be qualified first.”

“It is said that Mr. Chu’s invitation to this wedding banquet was not a leader who was worth billions or even
tens of billions.

“As for our Dollar family, even if we sell you and me, it will cost us 100 million.

“If you can’t even reach the threshold, why don’t you go to the wedding?”

“Speaking of this, Dollar Donghai shook his head and sighed. “Mr. Chu is aloof, far beyond the reach of our
Dollar family.

“Even your father and me, haven’t I met Mr. Chu yet?”



“

“Today is the day of Mr. Chu’s wedding.”

“The entire Noirfork giants have come to congratulate Mr. Chu.”

“It can be said that today’s Noirfork is a special event for Mr. Chu alone.”

Dollar Donghai said with emotion. , When he mentioned that man, it was Dollar Donghai.

But Dollar Hua was even more puzzled: “Dad, since Noirfork has all congratulated me, why don’t you go?”
Dollar Donghai laughed at himself after hearing this, “I want to go, but we must first have That’s the
qualification.” “It’s said that Mr. Chu’s invitation to this wedding banquet was not a leader worth billions or
even tens of billions.” “As for the Dollar family, if we sell both you and me, we will die. There are 100
million properties.”

“I can’t even reach the threshold. Why do I go to the wedding?” At this point, Dollar Donghai shook his
head and sighed.

“Mr. Chu is aloof, far beyond our Dollar family’s ability.”

“Even your father and me, haven’t you met Mr. Chu yet?”

“Today is Mr. Chu’s wedding day.”

“The entire Noirfork giants have come to congratulate Mr. Chu.”

“It can be said that Noirfork today is a special session for Mr. Chu alone.”

Dollar Donghai said with emotion. , Whenever he mentioned that man, it was Dollar Donghai, and he felt
his heart palpitations.

But Dollar Hua was even more puzzled: “Dad, since Noirfork has all congratulated me, why don’t you go?”
Dollar Donghai laughed at himself after hearing this, “I want to go, but we must first have That’s the
qualification.”

“It is said that Mr. Chu’s invitation to this wedding banquet was not a leader worth billions or even tens of
billions.”

“As for the Dollar family, if we sell you and me, we will die. There are 100 million properties.”

“I can’t even reach the threshold. Why do I go to the wedding?” At this point, Dollar Donghai shook his
head and sighed.

“Mr. Chu is aloof, far beyond our Dollar family’s ability.”

“Even your father and me, haven’t you met Mr. Chu yet?”
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